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AbtractFlipped classroom is an approach to teach listening in which studentsparticipate in online learning in place of traditional homework and thenattend school for face-to-face, teacher-guided practice or projects. It is apart of larger education system called blended learning. In thisapproach, students could learn new content on their own by watchingvideo lectures or other online sources and assigned problems(traditional “homework”) are completed in class with teachers offeringpersonalized guidance instead of lectures. The paper here examined anESL listening class. Listening skill is much more than hearing.Unfortunately, in students’ opinion, listening is an uninterestingactivity. Many students feel very bored in listening class. That is whyteachers should know about how to make the students more interestedin listening. The aim of this paper is discuss best practices andchallenges of implementing the flipped classroom in teaching andlearning listening. By using this approach, it is expected that studentswill develop their listening skills as well as have a lot of fun. The mainfindings of the study indicate that the students enjoyed learninglistening in a flipped classroom environment. They can practice not onlylistening but also all language skills in listening class.
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IntroductionListening is very important one but difficult to improve. To be able to listenwell,one must do much more than hearing. Unfortunately, many students feelunsuccessful in listening class. From the need analysis conducted in the Universityof Nusantara PGRI Kediri, more than 90 % of the first semester students of EnglishDepartment felt boring during listening class. There are many reasons from them,but generally they said that listening is an uninteresting activity. The next problemis that the quality of sounds is bad. It makes the students not able to hear the voice
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well. Third, the students are unfocused and have less concentration while listening.That is why teachers should know about how to make the students moreinterested in listening process. Teachers should choose the right media so they willenjoy learning.According to Harmer (2001: 228), “students can improve their listeningskills-and gain valuable language input-through a combination of extensive andintensive listening material and procedures”. Based on statement above it can beconcluded that the ideal teaching listening is by combining listening in classroomand outside.Traditional learning typically occurred in a teacher-directed environmentwith person-to-person interaction in a live synchronous, high fidelity environment.On the other hand, distance-learning systems emphasized self-paced learning andlearning-materials interactions that typically occurred in an asynchronous, lowfidelity (text only) environment. To bridge the two systems of education, theeducators then develop one more type of learning, it is called Blended learning.Blended learning is a formal education program in which a student learns atleast in part through online delivery of content and instruction with some elementof student control over time, place, path or pace. While still attending a “brick-and-mortar” school structure, face-to-face classroom methods are combined withcomputer-mediated activities. Proponents of blending learning cite theopportunity for data collection and customization of instruction and assessment astwo major benefits of this approach. Schools with blended learning models mayalso choose to reallocate resources to boost student achievement outcomes.Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested to develop anEnglish materials using blended learning with flipped classrom approach. Thematerial which to be develop here is limited to listening subject for the first yearstudents of English Department in University of Nusantara PGRI Kediri. Thematerials will consist of severals items that uploaded and discussed on line, usingEdmodo as its virtual classroom, and some others items are conducted in theclassroom with face to face traditional ways.Rost (2002:2) there are four orientations provided through the definitionsof listening, they are receptive, constructive, collaborative, and transformative.
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Receptive orientation defines listening receiving information from other speakersaccurately according to what he originally says.Constructive orientation definelistening as a meaning of negotiation with the speaker, and as mean of response.While transformative orientation defines listening as the meaning of creationthough involvement, imagination, and empathy. To be active listener students needto take an active role in constructing meaning with the speakers. Effective listeningwill involve attention to the social interaction, as that is where conversationalmeaning is monitored and negotiated. The notion of involvement, engagement, andnegotiation are related to pragmatic approach to listening. The pragmatic point ofview is that the attention of listening is to complete the process of communication,so the engagement is needed in which the listeners switch from becoming apresence to an interpreter. From the nature of listening description above can bedescribed that listening is vital in language classroom because it provides input forstudents.According to Brown, “Listening is so challenging, teachers need to thinkcarefully about making our activities successful and our content interesting”,(2006:1). Based on statement above the researcher concludes that the teachersrole is make the listening process become more interesting activity for thestudents. So the students will have more motivation in participating of listeningclass.Flipped classroom is a course or subject in which students participate inonline learning off-site in place of traditional homework and then attend the brick-and-mortar school for face-to-face, teacher-guided practice or projects. Theprimary delivery of content and instruction is online, which differentiates aFlipped Classroom from students who are merely doing homework practice onlineat night. Here, the researcher used Edmodo as the virtual class to discuss andpractice the material online. A flipped classroom (also known as flip teaching andthe Thayer Method) is a learning environment where students learn new contenton their own by watching video lectures or other online sources and assignedproblems (traditional “homework”) are completed in class with teachers offeringpersonalized guidance instead of lectures. Essentially the classroom has been
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flipped from a traditional learning environment. The benefits of using flippedclassroom are it:
 allows students to learn on their own time and at their own pace. Thisallows you to give them more one-on-one instruction as well as give yourstudents the opportunity to ask questions about the subject matter thatthey find confusing or difficult.
 allows students to have more time for collaborating with other studentswhich can be a great learning experience for the students and as a way forthem to build their teamwork abilities.
 When a student is watching a video lecture, for instance, the lecture is freeof interruptions to distract the students and can be replayed as often as thestudent would like. This extends to when a student is preparing for an examas they can go back and review previous lectures.
 After students engage with a digital lesson or watch a video at home, theycan brainstorm questions to ask you which can open the floor for adiscussion about anything that may have been unclear or confusing. Comingto class prepared with ideas and questions is a great way to jumpstart theclass and share ideas between students.
 Sick days will no longer interrupt a student’s ability to learn. With a flippedclassroom, students engage with a lesson on their own time and an absencewill not detract from them learning the material. On the same note, whenyou are absent from school, your students will not suffer from a substitute’sinability to teach your lesson. The substitute only needs to oversee studentsworking on their assignments in the classroom and be able to answerquestions instead of introducing new content.
 Often times, multiple teachers are teaching the same course. If you have allcreated a flipped classroom, you can give students access to differentteachers’ digital content and videos in order to increase theircomprehension of the subject matter. By allowing students to have access tomultiple styles of teaching, this will increase their comprehension of thesubject.
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MethodThe major steps to develop listening material using blended learningmethod with flipped classroom approach include research and informationcollecting, developing the material for teaching and learning, Try Out the material,and revising the material that already develop. This includes reviews of literatureabout language learning theories in relation to blended learning and the use ofcomputer as a media for teaching and learning languages. Questionnaires will bedeveloped to obtain information from the respondents (Arikunto, 2002). Thenumber of respondents was 40 students and was representative, meaning that allfeatures and characteristics present in the total respondents. The firstquestionnaire is intended to support the interview and observation about how theblended learning method for the teaching and learning English to support thelearning and teaching process. The second questionnaire is developed to find thelearners' response toward the blended learning method for teaching and learningListening subject. This will cover the students' opinion on (1) learning by using
Edmodo as media for virtual class in teaching and learning Listening subject; (2)learning activities in the blended learning method; (3) benefits obtained fromlearning material presented in the classical class and virtual class. The thirdquestionnaire is developed to find out the response toward the blended learningmethod for teaching learning Listening, this explores the opinion on (1) content ofthe blended learning method for teaching learning Listening (teaching andlearning materials); (2) mode and instructions used in blended learning methodfor TEFL; (3) benefit of the materials and presentation of blended learning methodfor TEFL. The next step developing the listening material with blended learningmethod, A teaching and learning for listening materials for the model written anduploaded at the Learning Management System site (using modified Edmodo 2.3platform). Some of the material for virtual class must be converted into digital file,so Edmodo 2.3 will read and provided it in the browser. Some others are given inthe classical class which requires face-to-face evaluation. The evaluation devicesuch as questionnaires and interview guidelines are prepared in the form of book.To obtain an appropriate model for teaching and learning Listening in EnglishDepartment of Nusantara PGRI Kediri University, a trial stage has been conducted.
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Data obtained from this trial stage will be used as a material evaluation anddevelopment to get the appropriate Listening material with blended learningmethod.The listening material with flipped classrom, in the form of students book,is revised  after doing the try out, validating the data,  analizing the quissionaireand getting some suggestions from the expert. By doing so, it is expected that thematerial could be more beneficial and appropriate for the students
DiscussionThe text book evaluation result showed that the book indeed used a flipclassroom approach. It show from the instructions in each exercise, they are someexercises that done in the class offline and on the virtual class online using Edmodoas its LMS (Learning Media System). For the exercise given instruction “Flip your

listening” the students must do the exercise online. The other signed “In the

classroom” means they have to do it the the classroom offline, face to face with thelecturer and the other students. The flip classroom is one of the approach underthe term of blended learning.Some experts have given their opinions and suggestion to make the materialmore appropriate to meet the students’ need. After tryout, the expert then gavesome more comments to revise the book. The first expert main suggestion was tocorrect some grammar in the instruction of exercise in page 2, 8, 12, 14, 19, 25, and35. The second expert in listening material suggested to change some pictureswith more polite ones since Indonesian are rather strict with choosing theappropriate clothes. She also suggested to change the exercise into moreenganging with Indonesian culture by replacing the currency used in the exerciseswith Indonesia currency.The third expert said that the video uploaded in the edmodo are too large soit needs more time to download it or to watch it online. It’s better if the researcherupload the video on youtube or daily motion to make it easier for students toaccess the video. The third expert said that edmodo has various kind of tools tomake exercises, quizzes or kind of assignments that can be used to make the
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assignment or exercise in the book more interesting and enganging to the students.So it is not monoton.
Conclusion and Suggestion

ConclusionThe advantages of listening material with flipped classroom approach basedon the lecturer point of view are (1) the materials are provided with Indonesianculture and with some recording that use Indonesian accent, so it is easier for thelecturer to give the authentic example for each material (2) Using edmodo as thevirtual class, the lecturer can give the material to the students before they meet inthe classroom so it save a lot of time (3) the material which is uploaded in thevirtual class can be accessed anywhere and anytime, the lecturer can give the scorein more flexible time and place (4) Because some materials is done in online, sostudents will get the more opportunity to improve their listening skill whichcannot get in the classroom (5) lecturer can handle post, quiz, assessment andforum discussion and share with students in real time. The weakness point aboutconducting the online class room based on the lecturer. (1) sometimes it is hard toconvert the video file which is used in the brain storming because of the limit of filesize uploaded (only 2Mb), (3) it is rather difficult if the lectuer wants to inteactwith the students online because there is no chat room for live communicationbetween the lecturer and students, so the lecturer left comment on the studentsassignment.The advantages of listening material with flipped classroom approach basedon the students point of view are (1) It allows students to learn on their own timeand at their own pace, (2) It allows students to have more time for collaboratingwith other students which can be a great learning experience for the students andas a way for them to build their teamwork abilities (3)When a student is watchinga video lecture, it is free from interruptions to distract the students and can bereplayed as often as the student would like (4) After students engage with a digitallesson or watch a video at home, they can brainstorm questions to ask you whichcan open the floor for a discussion about anything that may have been unclear or
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confusing. (5) it gives access to students to be more active and participated in classactivities.The weakness of this material from the students point of view are only one,that is they sometimes hard to find internet connection. As most of the studentsare away from home and do not have their own internet connection, so sometimesthey went to the nearest internet-cafe around their dorm to do the assignment.
SuggestionAn optimal education needs inovation and creativeness. Development ofteaching learning material is one of the most important things to achieve thegoal ofteaching and learning. With the existence of this research, a new teaching learningenvironment is invented and expected to full fill the students’ need since it isprovided with more appropriate material which can be used optimallyatUniversity of Nusantara PGRI Kediri.Some suggestion might be given for the lecturer who want to try a blendedlearning approach in their classroom, they can conduct the class in a modernenvironment, which is online through internet, without leaving the needs of thestudents in face-to-face traditional class. This material has very clear instructionwhich material that should be online and which one should be conducted in offline.So, it is very easy use. This product help them in supporting their teaching usingblended learning approach.For students this product offered new learning environment which isencourage their motivation in learning English autonomously. Especially inlistening. The students also can be more active participant. They do not depend ontheir lecturer in the class only. They can do the exercise with their own pace inonline virtual class. So, it is very fun activity and hopefully they would  not feelbored in learning English.The last, for further research, although some of the limitations is existedduring the research process, this product may also taken into an experimentresearch to find out the effects of implementing this product in listening activity. Itmay inspire other researcher to completed the material with the same approachbut in another way.
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